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Dermatoscope Heine DELTA 30 PRO
 
PRODUCT REFERENCE: K-235.28.305

DELTA 30 PRO - Product content:

DELTA 30 PRO
Contact plate with scale
E4-USBC power supply unit with cable
Sturdy protective case

High-end dermatoscope with our best imaging

Since the LEDHQ elements have been repositioned, the light reaches deeper layers of the skin too. This gives an
extremely vivid, spatial impression of lesions – similar to a 3D image. The HEINE colorSHIFT function is a genuine
world first. It allows you to easily adjust the colour temperature to suit your own viewing habits.

Extremely vivid, spatial impression of lesions

Very good assessment of lesions’ spatial structure possible due to deeper light penetration thanks to angled
and directional LEDHQ arrangement

Easier to distinguish between dark and white structures and patterns during polarisation
Switch between polarised and non-polarised light at the touch of a button = toggle function
Crystal-clear image, no matter whether you prefer to work close-up or further away
Large field of view with ‘real’ 30 mm Ø due to 32 mm lens diameter

Choose the light colour to suit your own preferences with HEINE colorSHIFT

4 colour temperature stages from warm white to bluish white
Adjustable to suit your own habits and preferences or the challenges posed by the lesion to be examined

Sturdy and durable

Aluminium frame
Particularly resistant to disinfectants due to new plastics
Convenient cleaning
Glass lenses
Improved battery life
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Intuitive and ergonomic

Ergonomic handling due to angled product design
Scale on eyepiece shows the focus setting – for easy preselection of certain settings for specific users and/or

for use with a camera or smartphone
Easy charging due to USB-C
Rechargeable battery with Li-ion technology: no memory effect; you can safely recharge the battery regardless

of its charge state
Stable and safe charging with the Charger 30 table charger (optional)
Fast change from contact to non-contact examination
Custom light intensity: 3 degrees of luminous intensity
10x magnification
No cross-contamination: autoclavable contact plate with scale
Small contact plate for hard-to-reach lesions

Digital documentation options:

Convenient and intuitive image and data management with the HEINE DERManager.
Easy digital imaging with almost all available smartphones thanks to the new universal adapter

 


